
TOP NINE
ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PROJECT PLANNING 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR BRIDGES
Infrastructure spending is expected to remain strong in coming years. That means 
more roadway projects like bridge and tunnel construction are on the horizon. As a 
project manager, engineer or architect, ensure you have the highest quality, most
cost-competitive conduit materials available, such as fiberglass electrical conduit. 
 
Champion Fiberglass® conduit has been used successfully for hundreds of bridge 
projects in major cities and roadways, such as Pittsburgh’s Seventh Street Bridge
and the Blue Water Bridge in Canada. Champion Fiberglass has provided a durable, 
cost-effective, corrosion-resistant, American-made electrical conduit solution for
more than 30 years.

Discover key considerations 
for bridge projects.
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3. UV Stability 
Unstable outdoor environments are a consideration 
with bridge projects. Champion Fiberglass® conduit 
provides corrosion and UV resistant conduits for 
electrical cabling. Champion Fiberglass conduit is 
strong and UV resistant so that it will not break down 
over time. Corrosion and UV resistant conduit helps 
prevent premature deterioration. This durability 
provides an additional bonus of service life longevity.

1. Conduit Weight
Conduit weight impacts not only shipping 
but installation and job safety. Lightweight 
conduit can help make many aspects of 
an installation, like moving, hoisting and 
installing conduit, easier. Consider the impact 
of conduit weight on a bridge project and the 
structural considerations that will be affected 
by the weight. Fiberglass conduit boasts the 
lightest weight compared to PVC SCH 40 and 
80, galvanized rigid steel, PVC-coated steel 
and aluminum conduit. This makes for easy 
transportation to the site, safer and faster 
field mobilization and effortless installation. 
Additionally, fiberglass conduit adds minimal 
load to bridge platform structures.

2. Corrosion
Does your project require special consideration 
when it comes to corrosion? Roadways are subject 
to salt throughout the winter and oil and gas from 
motor vehicles. It can be a harsh environment. 
Superior corrosion resistance protects cable in 
bridge projects from the elements and chemicals 
that are common on the road. Ensure the materials 
you’ve selected protect cable and wires for years to 
come. Fiberglass conduit is corrosion resistant to 
many chemicals and withstands heat and cold with 
a temperature range of -60℉ to 250 ℉. 
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Our conduit’s extensive use in bridge projects has shown us the most important factors to 
consider to gain favorable outcomes on infrastructure projects. As you begin planning your 
job, consider these project aspects for a successful bridge job:
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6.  Installation Ease
Are there any special installation concerns 
in your bridge project? Will the installation 
require equipment such as cranes? What 
are the conduit joining requirements and the 
cutting and bonding procedures for the conduit 
materials you’ve selected? With fiberglass 
conduit, ease of cutting and integral bell means 
faster installation. Based on the NECA Manual 
of Labor Units, most sizes of fiberglass conduit 
install faster than PVC, galvanized rigid steel, 
PVC-coated steel and aluminum.  
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4. Impact Resistance
As bridge projects are subject to cars and 
trains, impact resistance remains a critical 
factor. Will the conduit you are considering 
withstand accidental impact from debris 
caused by moving vehicles including cars, 
trucks, trains or boats? Not many conduit types 
can boast that they are lightweight and durable 
to withstand impact, but Champion Fiberglass® 
XW conduit can.

5. Hanger Systems
Have you considered hanger systems for your bridge 
project? In addition to conduit, Champion Fiberglass 
manufactures a complementary system of non-corrosive 
bridge hangers to complete your bridge project. These 
fiberglass conduit hangers are available in two standard 
configurations: the popular Intermediate Hanger and our 
Anchor Hanger (an Intermediate Hanger with side bracing). 
Champion Hangers® also come in alternate configurations 
so you always have the right fit installing conduit for 
bridge-related projects. 
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7. Competitive Pricing
Would you like to stay within budget and save 
money on your bridge project? Because of its 
light weight, easy installation, and lower upfront 
costs, fiberglass conduit typically translates into 
significant cost savings. Some sizes of fiberglass 
conduit offer a whopping 80% savings when 
compared to PVC coated steel conduit. To see 
customized cost comparisons, visit our electrical 
conduit calculator, where you can input job details 
and get a comparative estimate for various 
conduit types.

8.  Customization
Does your project require any special 
customization? Champion Fiberglass® 
accommodates custom conduit color requests 
as well as incorporating added UV protection as 
another layer of defense 
from the elements. 
Champion Fiberglass has 
also executed on special 
handling and packing 
requests to accommodate 
customer requirements.

See it in action
Learn more about how Champion Fiberglass created 
customized conduit (and encouraged team spirit) 
along Pittsburgh’s 7th Street Bridge.

9. Lead Times
Some types of conduit, such as PVC, are experiencing 
shortages in supply. Is the conduit for your project 
available with short lead times and quick deliveries? Short 
lead times keep projects on schedule with no delays and 
allow contractors to maintain project revenues.
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